Memorandum of Understanding

Inter-university Cooperation & Statement of Intent

Party A: Fujian University of Technology (FJUT), China

Party B: Texas Tech University (TTU), USA

In view of areas of common interest, the two parties above have agreed to initiate a cooperation program to explore and develop academic exchange and cooperation between TTU and FJUT, the following is the preliminary agreement.

Specific cooperation program:
- Facilitating the exchange of scholars and other teaching staff of both parties to improve understanding of both the American and Chinese culture and to aid to the technological development of teaching staff in the related area.
- Establishing cooperative programs for related scientific research and exchange.
- Recruiting students of FJUT to TTU to study undergraduate and postgraduate courses/programs.

Proposals proposed amid the cooperation talks should be approved by both universities and stipulated in written form.

Both parties understand the mission and objective of the cooperation and agree to cooperate for mutual benefits.

Unless there is another agreement, TTU or FJUT will cover individually the part of expenses arising from the cooperation between the two parties.
The duration of this agreement is three years. If one part intends to terminate this agreement, the party should inform the other party, in a written form of this decision six months in advance.

This agreement is in duplicate and in Chinese and English version. Both parties will hold two original copies: one in English and one in Chinese.

Jianxun Zhang,
Vice President
Fujian University of Technology
Date: 3/7/2012

Dr. Robert Smith,
Provost and Senior Vice-President
Texas Tech University
Date: 2/20/2012

Ambassador Tibor Nagy,
Vice-Provost for International Affairs
Texas Tech University
Date: 2/16/2012
CONTACT INFORMATION

FUJIAN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

Department: Office of International Exchange & Cooperation
Name: Dr. Xiaohong Zhang
    Deputy Director
Email: xiaohong052002@yahoo.com.cn

Office of International Exchange & Cooperation
Name: Baoming Guo, Director
Email: fao@fjut.edu.cn;
    gbm326107@163.com

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY

College: Center for Advanced Analytics and Business Intelligence
Name: Dr. Zhangxi Lin
Email: Zhangxi.lin@ttu.edu

Office of International Affairs
Name: Sandra Crosier, Director of Study Abroad
Email: Sandra.crosier@ttu.edu